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1. aQUaroni, antonio. PONTI-ANTICHI SUL TEVERE E 
SULL’ANIENE DISEGNATI ED INCISI DA ANTONIO AQUA-
RONI IN ROMA. (antiQUe briDGes at tHe riVers 
tiber anD aniene). 
rome: Calcografia Camerale, 1836. Folio, modern tan linen spine and cor-
ners, cord tie, and yellow patterned-paper covered boards. Front free end-
paper creased. Frontispiece foxed. Plates with strong, dark impressions on 
heavy cream paper. 

engraved pictorial title page with Calcografia roma regio stamp in mar-
gin and thirteen engravings of the eight ancient bridges.

aquaroni (circa 1801-1874) was an illustrator and engraver hired for his 
excellent eye and documentary fidelity by the Vatican to enrich its collec-
tion of roman views. 

this work is not included in oClC but is held by the istituto nazionale 
per la Grafica in rome and the thorvaldsen museum, Copenhagen.  $7000

EMPIRE STATE BUILDING

2. (bailey, Vernon HoWe) EMPIRE STATE:   
A PICTORIAL RECORD OF ITS CONSTRUCTION. 
new york: William edwin rudge, 1931. Folio, white vellum paper spine 
and blue paper-covered boards with inset embossed design of the empire 
state building in white on the cover. Fine copy in a poor, broken box. Print-
ed on handmade paper in a limited edition.
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a beautiful pictorial and textual record of the construction of the new 
york City landmark, beginning with drawings of the demolition of the old 
Waldorf-astoria building on the site and continuing through many phases 
of erecting the skyscraper. With one color and 24 black and white illustra-
tions by Vernon Howe bailey.                                $750

CHAUVE-SOURIS CABARET THEATER

3. (balieFF, nikita) eFros, n. e. tEATR LETUCHAYA 
MYSH/ N. F. BALIEFF’S THEATER OF “ THE BAT”. 
Petrograd: solntse rossii, 1918. 4to, decorated wrappers, decorations and 
vignettes by sergei Chekhonin. spine neatly replaced. Fine. tipped in pho-
tographic plates.

First edition marking the first ten years of the theater-cabaret founded by 
the Jewish russian impresario and former member of stanislavsky’s mos-
cow art theater. after the revolution the theater continued in Paris and 
new york.  $1250

4. bearD, mark. MANHATTAN THIRD-YEAR READER. 
(new york: Vincent FitzGerald and Company, 1984). oblong 4to, red 
linen binding with title in royal blue on front cover by Gérard Charrière. 
Front endpaper creased with tear, else fine. this is copy 2 of only 30 copies 
with text and 41 mounted original color linocuts with tissue guards by mark 
beard, pulled and assembled by beard and Vincent FitzGerald, on 28 dif-
ferent kinds of paper. the papers were selected by FitzGerald on his way to 
beard’s loft each morning during production. signed by mark beard.

autobiography and dreams of beard’s arrival and his first three years in 
new york from his mormon youth in Utah, taken from his diaries and ar-
ranged in the style of a grade school primer.

laid in is a 11 1/2 “ x 7 3/4 inch original watercolor “sunset in agra”, un-
signed.  $1950

ALSO IN STOCk: 

bearD, mark. NINETEEN FAMOUS PEOPLE, TWENTY-
TWO FRIENDS AND SIX NUDES. 
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1992. number two of only ten copies, signed by beard. andy Warhol, ten-
nessee Williams, robert mapplethorpe, Virgil thomson, et al. in hand col-
ored photographs by beard transferred onto handmade arches paper with 
additional hand coloring. memoirs of the artistic glitterati of the day in 
hand set typography.  $6500

5. (bearD, mark) rUmi JalalUDDin moHammeD.   
MOSES AND THE SHEPHERD.
new york: Vincent FitzGerald and Company, 1987. small 4to, black silk 
boards contained in a red Japanese paper folding case with paper label. 
binding by Gérard Charrière. one of 100 copies printed by Daniel keleher 
of Wild Carrot letterpress from typography by michael bixler. Fine.

illustrated by mark beard with ten drypoint etchings in accordion-fold 
format with the etchings as a continuous running head over the poetry, 
about ten feet in length. rumi was a 13th century Persian poet and sufi 
mystic. signed by beard and Zahra Partovy, the translator, with an addi-
tional inscription by FitzGerald.  $1500
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6. beHrens, Peter. FESTE DES LEBENS UND DER kUNST, 
EINE BETRACHTUNG DES THEATERS ALS HÖCHSTEN 
kULTURSYMBOLS (FestiVal oF liFe anD art, a 
ConsiDeration oF tHeater as tHe HiGHest 
CUltUral symbol. 

leipzig: eugen Diederichs, 1900. large 8vo, thick gray wrappers with title 
printed in black, flanked with design of gilt flames rising from urns. slight 
stain on back cover else fine. Decorative frontispiece with a pair of caryat-
ids bearing faceted crystals, title page, two borders and initial by behrens. 
Printed in pale blue, crimson and brown on cream pages. Dedicated to the 
künstler-kolonie, an artists’ colony at mathildenhöhe near Darmstadt 
founded by Grand Duke ludwig of Hesse, which behrens joined in 1899. 
He was a pioneer of twentieth century architecture, an industrial designer, 
and in his earlier career a graphic artist and designer of jewelry, porcelain 
and furniture.

the book is a Jugendstil theater manifesto heralding the advent of the 
new decorative style and its relation to the theater. it is a critique of the 
naturalist/realist theater style of the nineteenth century stage and its illu-
sion of a single, fixed-point perspective. behrens believed that a dynamic 
theater space should overcome the rigid distinction between actor and audi-
ence and sublimate art and culture over raw nature. building on Wagner’s 
notion of the total work of art (Gesamtkunstwerk), the new theater was to 
combine all the arts under a single roof, dominated by beautiful speech and 
movement, elevating art into life.

aynsley, Graphic Design in Germany, page 61: “(behrens) gave equal con-
sideration to typographic composition, letter initials and illustrations, as well 
as paper quality and binding.” Harvard, turn of a Century, 108: “Character-
istic of behrens and the Germans is the geometric control of the design with 
the repetitive curvilinear forms subordinated to a strict framework.  $1750

JAPONISME

7. (binG, sieGFrieD) traDe CarD. FANTAISIES 
JAPONAISES/ S. BING RUE CHAUCHAT 19. 
(Paris: s. bing, circa 1874). an etched and drypoint announcement card 
designed by Henry somm, measuring 5 1/4” x 4 1/4”, for the first shop and 
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gallery location of siegfried bing. Calling it “l’art Japonais”, bing opened 
it in 1874 at the corner of rue Chauchat and rue de Provence, featuring 
luxurious artisanal objects from the Far east where he traveled extensively, 
introducing Japanese art and artworks to the western market. His pavilion 
at the 1900 World’s Fair helped present the name and style of art nouveau.

the artist, Henry somm, took part in the impressionist exhibitions of 
1879 and 1889, but he was also a transitional figure between impressionism 
and symbolism, a friend of toulouse-lautrec, a Chat noir regular, and 
member of les incohérents. He often incorporated Japanese motifs into 
his work. the image in this card is of a fashionable young woman cus-
tomer in bing’s shop with a procession of figures in Japanese dress carrying 
articles which have emerged from a large shipping crate. scarce. oClC: 
bibliothèque nationale and Van Gogh museum, amsterdam.  $1250

8. binG ColleCtion. COLLECTION S. BING. OBJETS 
D’ART ET PEINTURES DU JAPON ET DE LA CHINE. 
(Paris 1906) Folio, original decorated board portfolio with ties, containing 
six fascicles in paper wrappers, as issued. Portfolio with some wear at edges 
of spine. an excellent complete set.

auction catalogue of the private collection of asian antiquities of sieg-
fried (samuel) bing, the owner of the Paris gallery “l’art nouveau bing”. 
He was largely responsible for the rage for Japonisme in France, which was 
a major influence on impressionism and art nouveau. He had professional 
ties to William morris, James Whistler and louis Comfort tiffany.

the collection was sold in may 1906 in the galleries of Durand-ruel. it 
included Japanese and Chinese painting, sculpture, textiles, metal work, lac-
quer, inro, netsuke, masks, fans, arms and armor, porcelain and stoneware. 
a lavish catalogue with over 250 illustrations, including illustrations in the 
text and handsome heliogravure plates with tissue guards.  $1500

9. bonFils, robert. LA MANIÈRE FRANÇAISE. 
Préface de lucien Descaves. Paris: librairie “lutetia” (1917). 4to, portfolio 
with pochoir-colored cover illustration, red-white-blue silk ties, and extrava-
gantly designed and colored endpapers ( abstracted flowers on black back-
ground with repeated “Vive la France”). light abrasions to delicate paper 
spine else fine. one of 300 copies. 

Pochoir - colored frontispiece, sixteen full page pochoir plates, culs-
de-lampe, and contents/justification page. robert bonfils was a painter, 
designer of textiles and bindings, poster artist and fashion illustrator for 
la Gazette du bon temps and le Goût du Jour. lucien Descaves was a 
pacifist journalist. 

on the cover la belle France rides through foliate arches in a blue metal 
helmet and tricolor outfit. images include la mobilisation, la Victoire de 
la marne, les Prisonniers, la receptions des Zeppelins, sur mer, adolphe 
Pégoud (an aerial battle), and Verdun.  $1200

CHROMOLITHOGRAPHY

10. (book oF HoUrs) HEURES DU MOYEN ÂGE. 
Paris: Gruel-engelmann, 1862. 16mo, full purple morocco, spine banded, 
all edges gilt and gauffered, inner dentelles gilt,, moiré endpapers, elabo-
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rate silver clasps. binding signed Gruel at base of spine. Fine. in matching 
chemise lined in moiré and plain box, both somewhat worn. on front free 
moiré endpaper, “souvenir du madame la baronne de st. Didier” followed 
by a later tipped-in chromolithograph page with illustration of an elaborate 
piece of jewelry and caption in a ribbon design “3 mai 1875”.

in 1850, mme. Gruel, widow of the second (?) generation of the famous 
binders, remarried Jean engelmann, the great chromolithographer, and the 
company became known as Gruel-engelmann.

With 192 pages, mounted on hinges, illustrated with miniatures in chro-
molithography in the manner of the middle ages by moreau, the miniatur-
ist painter. text in Gothic lettering.  $1250

WORLD WAR I PRISON CAMP

11. (boUCHer, e. lUCien) meUnier, mario. IMAGES 
DE LA VIE DES PRISONNIERS DE GUERRE. 
Préface de Pierre macorlan. Paris; marcel seheur (1920). 4to, cream-col-
ored boards titled in red and brown with paste-down color illustration. in 
extraordinary condition. one of 175 copies with contents on light card 

leaves mounted on stubs. 
illustrated by lucien 

boucher, painter, poster de-
signer and illustrator. two vi-
gnettes in text (one repeated 
on cover), double plate view 
of the prison camp and 21 
plates, hand colored by the 
artist in somber and melan-
choly tones. the brief text 
and the images reflect the 
boredom and depression of 
prison life. 

the three men were prison-
ers of war in the mersenburg 
camp in saxony: the artist 
lucien boucher, the publish-
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er marcel seheur and the author mario meunier, who was the secretary of 
rodin and isadora Duncan.

translated from the preface by macorlan: beautiful, melancholy and mali-
cious images. University of Chicago website: “large blocks of color, oblique angles, and 
abstracted forms that clearly owe something to Japanese prints and avant-garde practice.”  $3000

12. (bremer Press) GoetHe, JoHann WolFGanG 
Von. HERMANN UND DOROTHEA.
munich: bremer Press, 1922. narrow 4to, blue paper over boards with 
mounted cover label. about fine in handsome custom gilt-lettered quar-
ter- morocco clamshell box. one of 500 copies printed on a hand press 
with nine initials designed and engraved by anna simons, German graphic 
designer and star pupil of calligrapher edward Johnston. 

Prospectus for Christmas 1924 laid in.
From the library of lucien Goldschmidt with a small gift card presenting 

the book in 1990. Rodenberg 59.  $325

13. brUller, Jean. HYPOTHÈSES SUR LES AMATEURS DE 
PEINTURE A L’ÉTAT LATENT. UN POSTULANT ET 16 LITH-
OGRAPHIES EN COROLLAIRE. 
Paris (Chez l’auteur, 1927). 4to modern plum-colored cloth boards and 
matching half-morocco spine with gilt-lettered author and title. Fine. one of 
175 copies on arches with lithographs printed by mourlot and hand colored.

the author/artist has written an eight page text and portrayed in 16 
lithographs characteristics of artists, including Picasso, matisse, bonnard, 
rouault, Gris, soutine, Denis, signac and laurencin, by depicting the col-
lectors of their works in their distinctive styles. For example, Paul signac’s 
collector is a philatelist who arranges his multi-colored stamps.

a delightful, gently satiric work. bruller later co-founded les Éditions de 
minuit, a publishing house of the French resistance to the nazi occupa-
tion. $950

SCARCE ART DECO PERIODICAL

14. brUnellesCHi, Umberto anD Jean Hermano-
Vits (artistic and literary Directors). LA GUIRLANDE. ALBUM 
MENSUEL D’ART ET DE LITTÉRATURE. 
Paris: François bernouard (1919-1921). 4to, complete in eleven issues bound 
into three volumes of pink cloth, tan buckram spines and morocco spine 
labels. original pictorial wrappers bound in at rear of third volume: the 
design is a lovely brunelleschi image in color and silver of a young woman 
reading, her head surrounded by (what else?) a garland of flowers. a mixed 
set of the limited edition of 800 copies. 

of the 407 plates, 57 are full page in pochoir- color by Jean saudé, master 
colorist, and three full page portraits. Charming pochoir vignettes on every 
page of text. numerous fascinating luxury fashion advertisements. 

the fashion plates include many men’s clothes by barclay, avenue de 
l’opéra.

artists include brunelleschi, barbier, benito, marty, Dulac, arnoux, Ger-
da Wegener and many others. articles on fashion and shopping, various 
other amusements, theatrical and literary criticism, poetry and essays.
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Julie melby, Princeton University Graphic arts blog, may 15, 2013 calls 
it one of the rarest of the art Deco magazines, combining elements from 
the 18th century galanteries with the buffoonery of the Commedia del’arte. 
¶ See another illustration on back cover.  $7000

15. bUrnHam, Daniel H. anD eDWarD H. bennett. 
PLAN OF CHICAGO PRESENTED UNDER THE DIRECTION 
OF THE COMMERCIAL CLUB DURING THE YEARS MCMVI, 
MCMVII, AND MCMVIII. 

Chicago: the Commercial Club, 1909. large thick 4to, deluxe pub-
lisher’s binding of cream vellum over thick boards, gilt cover and spine 
lettering and gilt device on front cover. Vellum very much darkened with 
some spotting; spine darkened and rubbed. sound copy, internally excel-
lent. bookplate presenting this copy to William s. richardson. one of 1650 
copies (most in cloth). engraved and printed by r. r. Donnelley & sons at 
the lakeside Press. edited by Charles moore. renderings by Jules Guérin.

a design for Chicago’s downtown Civic Center and lake front, 
reclaiming it for public parks and railroad and harbor facilities. an 
important document in the history of civic and landscape planning 
with photographs, maps, folding plates, and architectural drawings 
in color and black and white.  $2250

16. (bUrnHam, Daniel) moore, CHarles. 
DANIEL H. BURNHAM/ARCHITECT/PLANNER OF 
CITIES. 
boston: Houghton mifflin, 1921. two volumes. 4to, handsome 
gilt-decorated green cloth. Fine in dust jackets and very poor box 
(which still bears the pasted-down printed blurb). With 268 and 
238 pages, 71 and 49 illustrations, some colored. 

burnham was an american architect and urban designer, Direc-
tor of Works for Chicago World’s Columbian exhibition of 1893, 
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which was nicknamed the “White City” and inspired the City beautiful 
movement.

Designer of the Flatiron building in new york. the rookery building 
in Chicago, the montauk block, perhaps the first building labeled a sky-
scraper, and many other iconic buildings. He had a keen interest in parks 
and city planning, designing a comprehensive public parks system and 
downtown city plan.  $425

TYPOGRAPHY

17. (CassanDre, a.m.) BIFUR. SEULE UNE LETTRE N’EST 
RIEN. 
Paris: Presses des Fonderies Deberney-Peignot, 1929. 8vo, silver wrappers 
with circular cut-out, revealing rose cellophane over the letter “s”. a su-
perb advertising piece, the height of art Deco typography. Deberney and 
Peignot present their new character “bifur” designed by Cassandre in (28) 
pages printed in black and yellow with cellophane overlays of yellow, salm-
on and navy, resulting in chromatic variations. minor creases, about fine.

alphabets, numbers and brief but delirious text. the playful typographic 
composition recalls that of “le spectacle est Dans la rue”.

WITH:  PEIGNOT CARACTÈRE DESSINÉ PAR CASSANDRE. 
Paris: Fonderies Deberney et Peignot ( n. d.). 12mo, four fold, pull-out 

printed on both sides with letters and vignettes in colors and black and white. 
For the two:         $2500

ART NOUVEAU DESIGN

18. CHamPier, ViCtor. DOCUMENTS D’ATELIER. ART DÉ-
CORATIF MODERNE. 
Paris: librairie de la revue des arts Décoratifs, 1898 and 1899. First and 
second series, complete in two volumes. 4to, portfolios with folding pro-
tective flaps. First volume in printed and decorated boards in color; sec-
ond volume in 3/4 green cloth and darker boards, as issued. rebacked with 
original gilt-lettered spine laid down; new ribbons. three page preface by 
Gustave larroumer. title page and plate lists in each volume. 
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each series with 60 plates for a total of 120 color plates, facsimiles of 
watercolors. Fin-de-siècle French style in architecture, furniture, ceramics, 
jewelry, textiles, book bindings, etc., by marius michel, lalique, mucha, 
Giraldon, Prouvé, rudnicki, Guimard, majorelle and others.

Victor Champier, art critic and historian, founded the revue des arts 
Décoratifs, which was published between 1887 and 1902, and established 
a school for decorative arts in roubaix. He was a founder of the Union 
Centrale des arts Décoratifs modeled on what became the Victoria and 
albert museum.

an important compilation of the decorative arts of the period, which he 
promoted.  $1750

19. (CHekHonin, serGei) marsHak, samUil. 
kNIZHkA PRO kNIGI (BOOk ABOUT BOOkS). 
moscow & leningrad: raduga, 1925. 4to, color pictorial wrappers. spine 
restored; library stamp effaced on title page. still an extremely nice copy of 
a very fragile piece.

black and white illustrations by sergei Chekhonin for a tale of two horrid 
little boys, mishka and Grishka, who are cruel to their books, which flee to the 
public library where they are repaired and put to bed to heal. When one of the 
boys visits the library, he is confronted by the enraged Catalogue. the books 
include Grimm’s Fairy tales, robinson Crusoe, Uncle tom’s Cabin, Don 
Quixote, Chukovsky’s Giant Cockroach and marshak’s own Detki v kletke. 

scarce first edition; copies only at Princeton, Cotsen Children’s library 
and miami University. although World Cat lists twelve holdings, ten are a 
later book with the same title illustrated by Dmitri mitrokhin. 

University of Virginia, The Firebird and the Factory/Modern Russian Children’s 
Books, (2007), #57.  $2500

RUSSIAN CONSTRUCTIVIST ARCHITECTURE

20. CHernikHoV, yakoV GeorieViCH. kONSTRUkT-
SIIYA ARkHITEkTURNYkH I MASHINNYkH FORM (Con-
strUCtion oF arCHiteCtUral anD maCHine 
Forms). 
leningrad: leningrad society of architects, 1931. 4to, green paper-covered 
black boards boldly lettered in black. some peeling and rubbing of the pa-
per down to the boards at spine joints; corners worn. sound, contents fine; 
about very good copy.

With 232 page text including 343 illustrations and 40 plates of visionary 
projects by the outstandingly original architect of the russian avant-garde. 

Chernikhov’s theories of Constructivist architecture were influenced by 
art movements in russia immediately after the revolution and fuse ele-
ments of Futurism and suprematism. 

He argues for emotion and fantasy in construction and envisioned a new 
soviet architecture. His work was not acceptable in stalin’s oppressively 
utilitarian soviet Union and few of his projects were built. Getty, Russian 
Modernism, 126.  $3500
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STREET FRONT ARCHITECTURE

21. CUmminGs, m.F. anD C.C. miller. ARCHITEC-
TURE: DESIGNS FOR STREET FRONTS, SUBURBAN 
HOUSES, AND COTTAGES, INCLUDING DETAILS, FOR 
BOTH EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR, OF THE ABOVE 
CLASSES OF BUILDINGS. ALSO, A GREAT VARIETY 
OF DETAILS NOT INCLUDED IN THE DESIGNS; IL-
LUSTRATED BY ELEVATIONS. COMPRISING IN ALL 
382 DESIGNS AND 714 ILLUSTRATIONS. 
troy: by the authors, a. J. bicknell, General agent, 1867. “third edition”.
4to, later plain brown buckram, gilt-lettered spine. binding clean and tight. 
minor foxing and finger smudges internally. title page, introduction, 52 
full page lithograph plates with multiple images and four pages of illus-
trated advertisements.

a pattern book intended for owners and builders without an architect. 
Details of american and Canadian street front architecture: stores, banks, 
row houses and country villas. Designs for various features given in detail 
and drawn to large enough scale to be useful with, additionally, a variety of 
elevations of building fronts showing the effects when combined. 

marcus Fayette Cummings was an architect in toledo and Charles Cros-
by miller worked in troy, ny.  $350

22. (eXter, aleXanDra) PANORAMA DU  
 FLEUVE. PANORAMA DE LA MONTAGNE. PANORAMA DE 
LA CÔTE. 
textes de marie Colmont. albums du Père Castor. (Paris) Flammarion 
(1937-1938). Complete set of the three panoramas. 8vo, color-printed picto-
rial boards. moderate edge wear and light soil to bindings; internally fresh. 

the three panoramas unfold in a continuous strip accordion format to 
ten panels with illustrated text on one side and color illustrations on the 
other side, showing the different activities in each locale. Conceived and ex-
ecuted by alexandra exter, russian Constructivist stage designer and artist 
who emigrated to France in 1924 and opened her own atelier. Her experience 
in theater design gave her the concept of these album-panoramas. 

A. L. de Saint Rat in Journal of Decorative and Propaganda Arts #11, 1989: “. . . 
masterpieces of graphic design, unsurpassed to this day. . . stage design applied to geogra-
phy.” Princeton, Cotsen Children’s Library #17009, 17010, 17011.  $2250
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MANUSCRIPT ALBUM OF FRENCH FAÏENCE

23. (FaÏenCe) COLLECTION DE FAÏENCES (title on spine). 
(France, later 19th century). oblong 4to, contemporary half red morocco 
and marbled boards with monogram a. G. at foot of spine.

a charming album of watercolor and pen and ink drawings on laid paper wa-
termarked Dambricourt Frères of Hallines, a nineteenth century papermaker. 
Faïence is tin-glazed pottery with painted decoration on an earthenware body. 
With 147 unnumbered leaves, including three very pretty calligraphic divi-
sional titles within pictorial or decorative borders and forty blank pages.

meticulously painted depictions of the ware in three parts. the first, Fa-
ïence Patriotique, a specialty in the years of the French revolution, con-
tains 58 drawings of plates decorated with motifs of the revolution, mostly 
two per page. the second, Porcelaines et Faïences, Genres Divers, shows 21 
examples on nineteen pages of a variety of shapes of ceramics from rouen, 
Delft and elsewhere. the third, marques de Porcelaines et Faïences, is a 
manuscript guide to mostly French manufacturers of the 17th to 19th cen-
turies with over 400 drawings of their monograms and marks, including 
sèvres, rouen, lille, lorraine, Île de France, alsace, Provence, orléans and 
nivernais.  $9500

FOUNTAINS OF ROME

24. FalDa, GioVanni battista. romanorUm Fon-
tinalia siVe nitiDissimorUm PerenniUmQUe, 
intra & eXtra, Urbem romam. . . . 
nuremburg: Froberger for sandrart, 1685. Folio, early calf, worn and 
rubbed but sound. minor worming. Plates fresh with strong impressions. 
Complete with 42 engraved plates (forty are double-page) of spectacular 
baroque roman fountains. all but two of the plates are copies of etchings 
designed and engraved by Falda for “le Fontane di roma” of 1675. 
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the fountains are linked to the urban spectacle of surrounding buildings 
and influenced by theatrical stage design of the period and the passion for 
gardens. they include those in st. Peter’s square and at the papal palaces 
and the Pantheon; in the Piazzas Capitoline, navona, De Popolo and Di 
spagna; in front of the Palaces aldobrandini, Colonna and Farnese; and 
the moses fountain (Fontana dell’acqua Felice). Gorgeous baroque foun-
tains whose style derived from imperial antiquity, many built in the reigns 
of Gregory Xiii and Clement Viii.

etchings by 17th century printmakers of the architectural splendors of 
rome stimulated the fashion of the Grand tour to italy. Falda’s realistic 
work contributed to a new perception of the modern city in its baroque 
splendor as expanded by its popes.

millard, italian books, 36: “. . . the most sophisticated and elaborate col-
lection of plates ever engraved on the subject.” berlin Catalogue 3604 (this 
edition). $5750

25. FUnG, H. k. THE SHOP SIGNS OF PEkING. 
Peking: Chinese Painting association of Peking, 1931. small oblong fo-
lio, original highly decorative patterned-paper boards with embroidered silk 
corners and hand-written cover label on silver; cloth spine and string cords 
in the asian style. some foxing to endpapers and some oxidation of metal-
lic paints. Contemporary inscription to on title page with Chinese mono-
gram stamp to H. r. shurtleff, new england architect and draftsman. one 
of 100 unnumbered copies.

eighteen leaves with 101 hand-colored illustrations of shop signs ad-
vertising various trades, highlighted in gold and silver with Chinese and 
english captions. shops include pawn shop, apothecary, baker, public 
bath, goldsmith, and purveyors of swords, funeral garments, ginger, wine, 
and many others. 
¶ See another illustration inside front cover. $5250

NEO-RIMPA : CLOUDS AND MIST

26. FUrUya korin. UNkA SHU (a ColleCtion oF 
CloUDs anD mist). 
kyoto: yamada Unsodo, meiji 36 (1903). two volumes. 8vo, lettered wrap-
pers decorated in color, stabbed and string-bound in traditional style. Fine. 
each volume contains ten block-printed designs in color highlighted in 
silver and gold on five leaves and thirty designs in black and white on ten 
leaves. neo-rimpa designs using clouds and mist as design elements.

Furuya korin was a key figure in the development of modern Japanese 
design known as neo-rimpa in the late meiji period : a stylized and ab-
stracted version of nature based on the aesthetics of the school of ogata 
korin. He was editor of the Japanese design magazine shin-bijutsukai.

kyoto was the center of high-end Japanese textile design and production 
as well as printing from hand-carved woodblocks by skilled artisans. 

this book is a classic example of zuancho, design idea books for kimono, 
screens, etc.

Reference: Zuancho in kyoto: Textile Design Books for the Japanese Trade. Stanford 
University Libraries, 2008.  $850
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27. GoetHe, JoHann WolFGanG Von anD FranZ 
sCHUbert. LE ROI DES AULNES. ERLkÖNIG BALLADE 
DE GOETHE ET MUSIQUE DE SCHUBERT. 
translation by Catulle mendès. Paris: e. Pelletan, 1904. 4to, handsome 
binding by Canape of three-quarter dark blue morocco with marbled 
boards and endpapers; elaborate mosaic spine with circular motif in three 
colors, brown, beige and salmon. scattered foxing else fine. original illus-
trated wrappers bound in as well as the four page prospectus which presents 
the wrapper with its illustration of Goethe and schubert and a full page 
color plate, repeating the second illustration. one of 214 numbered copies 
on vélin à la cuve. 

Pages of music and illustrations by Henri-Jules-Ferdinand bellery-Des-
fontaines printed in color by the imprimerie nationale. Color woodblock 
illustrations, of which six are full page and various headpieces, borders, ini-
tials and fleurons. large scale, poster-like drawings superbly engraved in 
color by Florian.

Ray, Art of the French Illustrated Book, 314.  $975

28. (GonCHaroVa, natalia) tsetlin, mikHail. 
PROZRACHNYE TENI I OBRAZY (transParent 
sHaDoWs anD Forms). 
Paris and moscow: (k-vo “Zerna”), 1920. 8vo, original decorated wrappers. 
Fine in modern archival clamshell box. one of 150 copies on Vieux Chine 
(this an unnumbered out-of-series copy) of a total edition of 1150.

Covers, initials and illustrations by natalia Goncharova, who settled in 
Paris in 1917 with her lifetime companion mikhail larionov. Her work in 
this book reflects her move away from russian Futurism. the abstract il-
lustrations are exquisitely printed in red and black with a small cover illus-
tration, two full page plates and 25 smaller illustrations, including decorated 
initials.

Poetry by mikhail tsetlin, who emigrated to Paris when the soviet gov-
ernment seized his property and then to the United states when Hitler 
invaded France.

Getty, Russian Modernism, 789. Not in MoMA.  $10,000
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29. (GooDHUe, bertram GrosVenor) BERTRAM 
GROSVENOR GOODHUE- ARCHITECT AND MASTER OF 
MANY ARTS. 
edited by Charles Harris Whitaker. new york: Press of the american in-
stitute of architects, 1925. Folio, tan and blue linen. spine a little darkened, 
bottom of spine starting to ravel. an excellent copy in defective dust jacket 
(lacking spine and with some chips and splits) but with design intact. a 
monumental work (karpel B1186) with four color plates and 273 black and 
white plates, including photographs and plans.

a key american architect (1869-1924), his work spanned many styles from 
the Gothic revival of churches and academic buildings to the spanish Co-
lonial revival of the 1915 Panama-Pacific exposition to byzantine revival 
for st. bartholomew’s to the modernist work of his later churches, court 
houses and the los angeles Public library, which became the dominant 
California regional vernacular.

He was also an important book illustrator and designer of the stunning 
arts and Crafts style altar book of 1896 among others and typographer, 
creating Cheltenham for the Cheltenham Press and merrymount for the 
merrymount Press.  $500

SHOE SPECTACULAR

30. GreiG, t. Watson, oF GlenCarse. LADIES’ 
DRESS SHOES OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY. 
edinburgh: David Douglas, 1900. tall slim folio, red cloth-backed 
boards with lettering and vignettes of shoes in gilt. binding faded 
and somewhat scratched, edges rounded, inner hinge cracked; pre-
sentable and sound. last pages of text and two plates with light 
crease at top and minor old repairs at bottom of gutter not near 
images. the plates remain bright and truly spectacular.

twenty-two full page color lithograph plates providing 63 il-
lustrations, some finished with gilt, bronze or silver. three nearly 
life-size shoes to a page except for single shoe on frontispiece 
and last plate, which depicts madame Cerri’s ballet slippers. 
each plate with letterpress text, many attributing the shoes to the 
women who wore them, including women of fashion, actresses 
and singers. most could be worn with great effect today.

another title by Greig, ladies’ old-Fashioned shoes, an oblong 
folio is listed as Colas 1312, but this book is not in Colas.           $7500

“BROOkLYN COCkTAIL”

31. GroHUsko, J(aCob) a. JACk’S MANUAL ON 
THE VINTAGE AND PRODUCTION, CARE AND 
HANDLING OF WINES, LIQUORS, ETC. A HAND-
BOOk OF INFORMATION FOR HOMES, CLUBS, 
HOTELS & RESTAURANTS. . . 
new york: alfred a. knopf, 1933. 8vo, striking cover design on 
orange and black laminated boards with minor peeling. First pub-
lished in 1908, this edition is completely revised and reset.

introductory pages and approximately 400 recipes for cocktails 
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and drinks of all sorts, including juleps, punches, highballs, etc.; some 
toasts to women and love; index.

includes one of the first “brooklyn cocktails” : rye, vermouth, maraschino 
liqueur and a French aperitif, amer Picon. Jack Grohusko was a bartender 
who worked in a brooklyn restaurant.  $350

RUSTIC GARDEN DECOR

32. GUilmarD, D(ÉsirÉ). ALBUM PITTORESQUE DES JAR-
DINS AMEUBLEMENS ET DÉCORS RUSTIQUES. DESSINÉ ET 
PUBLIÉ PAR D. GUILMARD. 
Paris: au bureau du Journal le Garde-meuble, (1859). small oblong 4to, 
publisher’s red cloth rebacked with original spine laid down. Fine copy of a 
ravishing book with chromolithograph title page and 23 chromolithograph 
plates.

Désiré Guilmard (1810-1885), the founder of the journal le Garde-meu-
ble ancien et moderne, which specialized in ornament and furniture, was 
closely connected to the Parisian design community and an influential pur-
veyor of taste in a fifty year period of economic growth and changing tastes. 
His various albums and books on design and interior decoration appear in 
oClC but there is only one listing of this book on garden furniture and 
rustic architecture - at the musée Histoire naturelle in Paris.

Pretty decorative title page with border design of leaves and ornamental 
twisted twigs. sixteen plates of rustic benches, chairs and tables of rough 
timber, rattan, and/or painted wood. three plates of small bark cottages, 
two plates of highly decorated thatched- roof kiosks, all with elevations and 
plans; one plate of a bark bridge; and one plate of a lay-out of a small garden 
of flowers, turf, and trees to surround a rustic house.

rare.  $4250

33. HeGemann, Werner anD elbert Peets. THE 
AMERICAN VITRUVIUS: AN ARCHITECT’S HANDBOOk OF 
CIVIC ART. 
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new york: architectural book Publishing Co., 1922. large folio, gilt-let-
tered buckram. spine faded but legible, cover lettering bright, contents fine, 
in plain brown lettered dust jacket missing spine. 

a thesaurus of civic art for architects with 298 pages and over 1200 photo-
graphs, plans and drawings of city development and urban design from its 
origins to contemporary garden city movements by a well-known German 
architect and city planner and his friend elbert Peets, a landscape architect. 
Fleeing nazi Germany, he spent many years in the United states, teaching 
at the new school for social research, and making city plans for berkeley 
and oakland besides being housing commissioner for Philadelphia. $650

TEXTILE SAMPLE BOOk

34. (JaPanese teXtiles) YAMA NO kASURI and YAMA NO 
IRO(kasUri From moUntains and Colors oF/
From moUntains). 
no place, no date (circa 1930). two quarto volumes; publisher’s boards 
with title labels, cloth tie stabbed binding. boards of second volume with 
surface insect damage; internally fine. Fifteen color plates in each volume 
on 12 and 15 card leaves respectively, with tissue guards. 

these sample volumes are apparently a commercial production for a rural 
textile manufacturer with design examples for katsuri (Japanese ikat tex-
tiles). ikat techniques developed in present-day okinawa in the 12th or 13th 
centuries and were introduced into Japan by 1750, spreading into rural areas. 
mounted color plates; the patterns are applied on flat backgrounds by a 
stencil process with textured high relief paints with a weave pattern.  $1200

ART DECO INTERIORS

35. JoUrDain, FranÇois. INTERIEURS. 
Paris: Éditions d’art Charles moreau (1929). Volume 6 in series “l’art in-
ternationale d’aujourd’hui.

4to, portfolio, ties. remnant of old paper label at base of spine. Plates fine 
in very good portfolio. Presentation inscription by the author dated 19/2/29. 

Cover lettered in “bifur” by a. m. Cassandre.
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interiors and furniture by architects of the art Deco period, including 
robert mallet-stevens, le Corbusier, Charlotte Perriand, Pierre Chareau, 
Djo-bourgeois, rené Herbst and others. Forty eight plates, of which seven 
are in pochoir color.  $1000

MODERN HAND PRINTING

36. (kalDeWey Press) kalDeWey, GUnnar. WOLkEN 
(CloUD). 
Dusseldorf & new york, 1982. oblong folio, polished aluminum covers 
with steel hinges contained in a gray silk-covered folding box. Corners of box 
bumped else fine. one of 30 copies in German of an edition of 60 (the other 
thirty in english). laid in is a folding sheet of clear parchment titled “the 
Cloud Performance” published in new york in 1987, giving the english trans-
lation of the work and signed by kaldewey and the composer bun-Ching lam. 

Fourteen leaves printed on aluminum, the text hand-printed in blue 
along the top borders of the leaves. Various colored paints were applied to 
both sides of leaves to indicate movements of the clouds, corresponding to 
bun-Ching lam’s music. a coolly elegant production.  $1500

SPECTACULAR RUSSIAN ALPHABET

37. konasHeViCH, VlaDimir. AZBUkA (alPHabet). 
Petrograd: Golike i Vilborg, 1918. small 4to, pictorial wrappers. Wear to 
spine; plates extremely nice. Preserved in modern clamshell presentation 
case in blue and red with facsimile of cover illustration laid down and lav-
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ender protective folding wrapper, also with facsimile of cover illustration. 
Vladimir konashevich (1888-1963) was one of the great russian chil-

dren’s book illustrators and illustrated classical works by russian authors 
as well. these spectacular color illustrations were influenced by the mir 
iskusstva, the russian magazine and artistic movement of the Golden age, 
and are a homage to benois’s 1904 alphabet picture book.

Princeton, Cotsen Children’s Library #15595.  $8500

PACIFIST DANCE OF DEATH

38. (laForGe, lUCien) LA DANSE MACABRE À HANS HOL-
BEIN AU 16e SIÈCLE. 
Paris: librairie lutetia a. Ciavarri (1922). 4to, illustrated wrappers. Fine in 
the rare publisher’s hand-painted black folder with cover device and name 
of artist on front and interior of boards with repeated design in green; new 
ribbon tie. number 50 of 335 copies.

one cul-de-lampe and twenty plates created and engraved in 1918 and 
first published in 1922. Printed in black on “papier pur chiffon fabrique 
spécialement par les papeteries d’arches” with effect of aged paper.

lucien laforge was an illustrator contributing to various pacifist left-
wing journals and revues as well as children’s and other books.

Plates include Death and the idiot, the Prostitute, Judge, monkey, muti-
lated (in war time), Pope, soldier, Child, bistro, et al.

oClC locates only two copies.  $3500

TWO REPRINTS OF IMPORTANT TEXTS

39. lanDsCaPe GarDeninG. 
two in a series published at the suggestion of the american society of 
landscape architects.

a. rePton, HUmPHry. THE ART OF LANDSCAPE GARDEN-
ING. edited by John nolen. boston and new york: Houghton mifflin 
(1907). 8vo, cloth and boards, paper spine label. Very good copy, corners 
bumped. Color frontispiece with overlay plus 22 plates, some with overlays, 
and 28 figures in the text, which includes sketches and Hints on landscape 
Gardening and theory and Practice of landscape Gardening. the overlays 
(moveable flaps) reproduce repton’s before-and-after drawings.

Designed by bruce rogers. Haas 75.  $250
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b. PÜCkler-mUskaU, PrinCe Von. HINTS ON LANDSCAPE 
GARDENING. boston: Houghton mifflin, 1917. 8vo, cloth and boards, pa-
per spine label. second in the series. edited and with an introduction by 
samuel Parsons. edges worn, small stain on front cover; internally fine.

With 39 illustrations, maps, plans and two large folding plates in front 
and back pockets which show the Prince’s grounds before and after his 
improvements. 

this work evolved from Pückler-muskau’s experience in developing his 
estate between 1815 and 1844. He visited the United states and lived for 
years in england at a time of great changes in landscape architecture initi-
ated by lancelot brown and Humphry repton, who influenced his empha-
sis on natural and picturesque beauty. in turn, Charles eliot, the american 
landscape designer, visited his estate in 1886.  $300

40. lebeDeV, VlaDimir anD samUil marsHak. 
VSELII CHAS (HaPPy HoUr).  
leningrad: ezh, 1929. 8vo, pictorial wrappers, color lithograph covers in 
green, red, black and cream. on the rear cover, the vignettes surround a list 
of titles by samuil marshak. Fine. a 24 page selection from some of the ti-
tles of the collaboration between poet and artist, including Pudel (Poodle), 
tsirk (Circus), morozhenoe (ice Cream), Zagadka (riddles), mishi (mice), 
loshad (Horse) and others. Vibrant animated illustrations in black on each 
page by lebedev, the greatest russian children’s book artist. 

MoMA, Russian Avant-garde Book, 1232. Not in Cotsen/Princeton catalogue. $950

41. le CorbUsier (CHarles-ÉDoUarD Jeanneret-
Gris). POLYCHROMIE ARCHITECTURALE/ LE CORBUSI-
ER’S COLOR kEYBOARDS FROM 1931 AND 1959. 
edited by arthur rüeg.basel/boston/berlin: birkhäuser Verlag (1997). ob-
long 4to, three volumes in a printed and pictorial slipcase. text in German, 
French and english. Fine.

two collections (1931 and 1959) of color scales for the swiss wallpaper 
company “salubra”. thirteen sample cards showing 63 color shades, four 
slide bands and 63 full color plates. the first volume discusses the salubra 
collection in the context of modern architecture and design with many col-
or and black and white illustrations and sketches. Volumes 2 and 3 feature 
the colors themselves.

le Corbusier was a pioneer in modern architecture and urban planner, a 
designer of iconic furniture, (and i cannot resist adding- the first to make 
owlish black spectacles the trademark for modern architects.)

Architecture d’Aujourd’hui: “What is striking in this new edition is the smell. The 
samples have been printed as actual wallpaper and smell as such. They have been manu-
factured to best preserve the nuances of the original colors, and are therefore usable as a 
real tool by architects; one can cut up the swatches and carry them to a worksite.”  $600

POLITICAL SATIRE À LA COMMEDIA DELL’ARTE

42. lorentZ (alCiDe-JosePH) POLICHINEL: EX-ROI 
DES MARIONETTES DEVENU PHILOSOPHE. 
Paris: Willermy, 1848. tall 8vo, contemporary gilt-decorated and banded 
red morocco spine and marble boards in signed binding by Galette. a little 
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rubbed; few pages with professional repairs to clean tears. an excellent copy. 
First edition, first state.

With 21 full page illustrations and a vignette on nearly every page of text 
by lorentz, who contributed drawings and wood engravings to la Caricature, 
Journal pour rire, and the revue Comique de 1848 among other publications.

Political satire against louis-Philippe using characters of the commedia 
dell’arte, Polichinel and Pierrot. louis-Philippe was brought to the throne 
as a constitutional monarch after the 1830 revolution. He was known as the 

“bourgeois monarch” or “citizen king”, but the monarchy became increas-
ingly conservative and unresolved problems of the middle class and work-
ing classes led to his overthrow in the 1848 revolution.

Vicaire V, 393. according to a penciled note on an endpaper by a previous 
bookseller, this is the copy that Vicaire describes.  $1250

THE CUBIES ATTACk MODERN ART

43. lyall, mary mills anD earl HarVey lyall. 
THE CUBIES’ ABC. 
new york & london: G. b. Putnam’s sons, 1913. oblong small 8vo, origi-
nal tan pebbled cloth with color pictorial paste-down cover illustration. 
some mild finger soiling to cover. this is the first edition; it was reprinted 
in 2013 on the one hundredth anniversary of the armory show.
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With 29 color plates within colored borders, including title page, dedica-
tion and end pages plus seven line drawings by earl Harvey lyall to accom-
pany verses on opposite pages by mary mills lyall in the form of an abC.

a light-hearted but pointed contemporaneous attack by the Cubies (three 
pyramid-shaped children) on modern art and Cubism, specifically the fa-
mous international exhibition of modern art known as the armory show 
at the 69th regiment armory in new york in 1913. only a few of the artists 
were Cubists, including brancusi, braque, Picasso, Duchamp, archipenko. 
Gertrude stein is another of those named in this rhyming alphabet.

the marcel Duchamp entry reads, in part: D is for Duchamp, the Deep-Dyed 
Deceiver, Who drawing accordeons, labels them stairs. With a lady that must have been done 
in a fever,-His model won’t see her, we trust, it would grieve her!- (Should the stairway 
collapse, Cubie’s good at repairs.) . . .  $7950

44. maillarD, lÉon. LES MENUS & PROGRAMMES ILLUS-
TRÉES. INVITATIONS-BILLETS DE FAIRE PART-CARTES 
D’ADRESSE-PETITES ESTAMPES. 
Paris: G. bouder, 1898. thick small folio, original publisher’s binding of 3/4 
alligator-patterned leather and gilt-lettered blue boards. Joints, corners and 
spine ends worn and scuffed. internally fine. the folding pictorial wrapper in 
color by alphonse mucha of a pensive muse with paintbrushes and palette 
is bound in. one of 1000 copies on papier vélin (of a total edition of 1050).

a fascinating compendium of menus and theatrical programs from the 
17th century to the art nouveau of the belle Époque with 460 reproduc-
tions, including 19 in color by toulouse-lautrec (2), Chéret, Willette, 
steinlen, boutet de monvel, Job, ibels and others.  $950

45. (maliUtin, serGei VasileViCH) PUsHkin, alek-
sanDr. RUSLAN I LUDMILLA. 
moscow: a. i. mamontov, 1899. Folio, oatmeal linen over flexible boards 
with gilt lettering and large gilt abstract design incorporating dates of Push-
kin’s centenary. light crease to upper right corner; front pastedown with 
splits in paper and inner hinge cracked.
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an attractive copy of a large and handsome book. With the bookplate 
designed by sergei Chekhonin for simeon J. bolan, a new york booksell-
er instrumental in the creation of slavic collections at major universities 
and libraries: a medieval russian knight with sword guarding an armful of 
books and manuscripts against a slavic background.

an opulent edition of Pushkin’s poems issued in 1899 to commemorate 
his centenary. the poem is an epic fairy tale about ludmilla, daughter of 
the prince of kiev, abducted by an evil wizard and rescued by the knight 
ruslan. eighteen gilt-bordered color lithographs with text, facing pages of 
text within gilt borders.

sergei maliutin was a painter and stage designer who helped revive the 
russian folk art tradition and one of the fathers of russian children’s book 
illustration. His color lithographs inspired ivan bilibin who went on to il-
lustrate several of Pushkin’s tales. this is maliutin’s most ambitious and 
lavish work.    $3000

ART DECO EROTICA

46. martin, CHarles. MASCARADES ET AMUSANTES. 
Paris: a l’enseigne du nombril de Vénus (marcel Valotaire, Jean beauclair 
et Georges Cretté, 1933). oblong folio, loose as issued in custom orange 
calf portfolio with applied gilt-stamped title on front board and blind bor-
der. Very light wear to portfolio; edges of plates lightly toned; plates bright. 
one of only 63 copies with original etchings on vélin d’arches. 

Half-title, pictorial title page and 24 plates by Charles martin : a double 
suite of 12 illustrations, one monochrome and one in color. each suite in 
lettered wrapper. Colophon.

Charles martin was a master of art Deco book and fashion illustration, 
a poster artist, and a ballet and theater set and costume designer. although 
erotically graphic, this work exhibits his usual elegance of line.

Dutel, Bibliographie des Ouvrages Érotiques Publié Clandestinement . . . , 1937.   
   $10,000
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BONNARD COLOR LITHOGRAPH

47. mellerio, anDrÉ. LA LITHOGRAPHIE ORIGINALE EN 
COULEURS. 
Paris: Publication de l’estampe et l’affiche, 1898. 8vo, pictorial wrappers. 
bit of loss to spine extremities and crack starting at upper joint, stitching 
loosening. still a pleasing, clean copy, uncut and unopened, preserved in a 
cloth folder with flaps and ribbon tie. the frontispiece, a color lithograph 
by Pierre bonnard, is fine.

one of 1000 copies. the cover (tiny chip at edge) and color frontispiece 
are original lithographs by Pierre bonnard. mellerio discusses artists includ-
ing lautrec, bonnard, Vuillard, Denis, rivière, De Feure, Chéret, steinlen, 
redon, et al., as well as publishers and printers. an important work in the 
history of art and aesthetics.

Cate and Hitchings, The Color Revolution/Color Lithography in France 1890-
1900, pages 73 to 97 with full page reproductions of title page, cover and frontispiece 
and an English translation of the text:”. . . unique analysis of the aesthetic activities 
of his time”, observing that color lithography was the era’s special artistic form, “. . . 
essentially a record of almost a decade of avant-garde printmaking activity. . . a forum 
for advanced aesthetic theories. . . an eloquent prelude to the aesthetic convulsions of the 
twentieth century.”

Hofer, Artist and the Book, 26: “Because of its cover and multi-color frontispiece, this 
book is often considered the first French livre de peintre with original color lithographs.”

Roger-Marx, Bonnard Lithographie, 72-73.  $2800

48. (merrymoUnt Press/ Daniel berkeley UPDike) 
milton, JoHn. THE POETICAL WORkS . . . WITH A 
LIFE OF THE AUTHOR AND ILLUSTRATIONS. 
boston: r. H. Hinckley Company, 1908. Four volumes. large 8vo, incised 
full tan pigskin with elaborate floral motif on covers and spine in the pub-
lisher’s deluxe binding in an arts and Crafts style. one of 555 copies. Fore 
edges of uncut leaves tanned else fine.

title page and decorations by W. a. Dwiggins printed in sepia. sixteen 
plates adapted from John Flaxman. 

Hutner, The Merrymount Press, 47: “The use of Mountjoy type is particularly effective 
here, and the impression on specially handmade paper is crisp and satisfying. The introduc-
tory texts to Milton’s English and Latin verse are both invitingly readable.”  $985

49. (moser, koloman) bittner, JUliUs. DER MANTEL 
DER LIEBE. DREI TANZBILDER.  
Vienna: brüder rosenbaum (1909). small square 8vo, original wrappers de-
signed by koloman moser in a repeated design of hearts in pink, red, black 
and white; string tie. near fine copy of a rare and fragile production. in 
modern custom box with sliding top, gilt lettering and pink lining.

twelve unnumbered pages with decorated borders documenting a bal-
let by the austrian composer Julius bittner (1874-1939), friend of Gustav 
mahler, performed in 1909 at the Vienna opera House.

the five photographic plates show opulent costumes in secessionist style 
reminiscent of emilie Flöge’s dresses and probably created by koloman 
moser, who designed for dancers for the traditional theater and for the 
legendary kabarett Fledermaus. a founding member of the Vienna seces-
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sion and a co-founder of the Wiener Werkstätte, he was a prolific designer 
of domestic and commercial projects, textiles, furniture, glass and porcelain. 

OCLC: copies at Harvard and Cambridge Universities and the Getty.  $3250
¶ See illustrtaion inside back cover.

50. (Parks, Fanny) WANDERINGS OF A PILGRIM, IN 
SEARCH OF THE PICTURESQUE, DURING FOUR-AND-
TWENTY YEARS IN THE EAST; WITH REVELATIONS OF 
LIFE IN THE ZENANA. 
london: Pelham richardson, 1850. two volumes. thick 4to, period three-
quarter vellum and marbled boards; gilt-decorated red leather labels, a little 
chipped, lacking the W from Wanderings in the label of the first volume; 
all edges marbled. some spotting on the uncolored plates and a few spots 
on some colored plates. still an attractive set., with the folding lithograph of 
the Himalayas present in an end pocket. Fifty lithographic plates by herself, 
her friends and indian artists, of which nineteen are colored, chromolitho-
graphed or tinted.

an engaging and readable travel memoir of the period, written by Fanny 
Parks, wife of a writer for the east india Company, chiefly about india al-
though two plates deal with african subjects. she sailed without her hus-
band up the Jumna river to agra and up the Ganges river to Fatehgarh 
and spent nearly a year in the Himalayas. speaking fluent Hindustani, she 
studied and sketched the people, plant, animal and insect life that she ob-
served and created her own “cabinet of curiosities’.

ODNB: “Reviewers noted the accuracy, detail, and range of observation-as well as the 
unusual character of the authoress.” Abbey, Travel, 476.         $3850

51. (Poster) PLAkAT. GEDANkE UND kUNST. EINIGES AUS 
DER PLAkAT-PRAXIS. 

stuttgart and Vienna: Propaganda stuttgart, no date. 8vo, black wrap-
pers with lettering in gray under head of a contemplative man 
chewing on end of pencil. minor chipping to cover edge else 
fine. Profusely illustrated with full page and vignette black 
and white illustrations and 30 full page color plates, including 
one tipped-in and one folding. no artists are credited but the 
work is characteristic of the early 20th century when Germany 
was in the vanguard of graphic design. 
¶ See illustrtaion on inside back cover.                                                                                  $450

52. (Poster) sCHUbert, Dr. Walter F.  
DIE DEUTSCHE WERBE-GRAPHIk.
berlin: Francken & lang, 1927. 4to, coarse tan linen binding 
decorated in red and black with turned-in edges. Fine.

only edition of this important study of the great era of Ger-
man graphic design: posters, packaging, advertising, book illus-
tration, programs for theater, sports, etc. Profusely illustrated 
with 198 tipped-in color plates and 300 black and white in the 
text of work by bernhard, Hohlwein, klinger, Preetorius, Gip-
kens, kleukens, Cissarz, Pechstein, and many others.        $1000
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VENETIAN PASTORAL POETRY

53. PrinGle, G. QUATRO ELEGANTISSIME EGLOGHE RUSTI-
CALI (FOUR ELEGANT RUSTIC ECLOGUES). 
Venice: apresso Paulo Colombani, 1760. 4to, original pasteboard wrappers, 
spine lettered in ink in a contemporary hand. Fine, unwashed, uncut, un-
sophisticated copy preserved in a modern linen and morocco clamshell box 
with gilt-lettered spine. tear in outer margin of one leaf. title page vignette, 
headpiece, five tailpieces, ornamental initials and four delightful and witty 
full page engraved plates.

a charming Venetian pastoral, mostly on food and wine with four ec-
logues by various authors, each with a full page engraving and a large his-
toriated initial associated with the scene in a genre of rustic poetry derived 
from Virgil’s eclogues and devoted to the rough pleasures of the country-
side. the illustrations engraved by antonio baratti after designs by Pietro 
antonio novelli and Francesco baratti show scenes not of the nobility but 
of peasant life. a man pounds garlic, a pig is slaughtered and a young man 
stirs polenta. in a bacchanalian scene, satyrs crush grapes and drink wine. 
Brunet IV, 1005. Not in Vicaire or Simon.  $2750

FRENCH/JEWISH TRAGEDIENNE

54. (raCHel) Janin, JUles. RACHEL ET LA TRAGÉDIE. 
Paris: amyot (1859). large heavy 4to, full pebbled leather; spine banded 
and gilt-lettered and ornamented. armorial binding with gilt arms of the 
kingdom of Württemberg and corner ornaments. back cover with large gilt 
image of rachel in her role of monime. large paper copy in an imposing 
binding. light marginal waterstain throughout.

rachel (elisabeth rachel Félix 1821-1858), known for her tragic roles, 
revived the French tragedies of racine and Corneille in a classical style dif-
ferent from the exaggerations of the romantic movement. From a humble 
beginning as a street performer and daughter of itinerant Jewish peddlers, 
she became the star of the Comédie Française and the théâtre Français. 
Prominent in society, she was the mistress of napoleon iii and many oth-
ers. she is buried in the Jewish section of Père lachaise Cemetery where her 
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funeral prayers were recited by the Chief rabbi of France.
text by the French critic, Jules Janin, discusses mlle. rachel’s principal 

roles. ten original mounted photographic plates by Henri de la blanchère, 
photographer and author of “l’art du Photographe”, published the same 
year, and other books on photography. 

WITH: a ten line manuscript letter by the actress with tiny label “Coll. rené 
Coursaget”, critic who wrote on the contemporary theater.  $1200

55. (riPPl-ronai, JoseF) roDenbaCH, GeorGes.   
LES VIERGES. LES TOMBEAUX. 
Paris: s. bing, 1895. two volumes. large 8vo, white or black moiré silk over 
boards, each volume with a large wrap-around band illustrated with a brace-
leted hand holding a flower. First volume splitting at spine; the white silk 
a little darkened and small repaired tear at bottom of front cover. second 
volume with some rubbing at top of spine and top edge. Contained in a 
modern gilt-lettered leather and board chemise and slipcase.

Plates and text fine; printed on one side of folded page in the Japanese 
manner. an excellent set of an exquisite work.

les Vierges is illustrated with four color lithographs with a calm, simple 
decorative rhythm in clear pastel colors by rippl-ronai, Hungarian associate 
of the nabis group. les tombeaux has three woodcuts in an archaic style by 
his friend, James Pitcairn-knowles, who introduced him to the nabis painter.

the publisher, siegfried ‘samuel’ bing, was the owner of the influential 
Paris gallery “l’art nouveau bing”, which promoted the Japanese taste in 
France and gave its name to the art nouveau movement. He commissioned 
rodenbach, whose first exhibition he held, a belgian symbolist poet and 
novelist influenced by mallarmé, to write stories based on the illustrations.

Harvard Catalogue, The Turn of the Century, 64. From Manet to Hockney, 12. 
Hoffstätter, page 260.  $8500

56. (roCkeFeller Center) ROCkEFELLER CENTER. 
new york, copyright 1932. Folio, cream boards with embossed design and 
lettering on front cover. Fine in intact but worn and repaired plain slipcase. 
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tipped in later small sheet stating that changes were made since 1932, most 
notably suspension of plans for a metropolitan opera house, and offering 
the few remaining copies for one dollar.

History, progress and plans with full page illustrations and a center dou-
ble page illustration in color and black and white. some are signed John 
Wenrich, 20th century artist of the Pennsylvania impressionist school, who 
was an architectural renderer for the design team of rockefeller Center and 
for the Century of Progress exposition in Chicago.

laid in are two renderings by Wenrich, not included in the book, on 
glossy photographic paper, “General View of rockefeller Center from 
northeast”, one with label on verso “the Group/1230 avenue of the ameri-
cas. . . editorial Use only”.  $350

57. (rUHlmann, emile-JaCQUes) baDoViCi, Jean. 
“HARMONIES” INTÈRIEURS DE RUHLMANN. 
(Paris): morancé (1924). 4to, printed portfolio with ties. Fine. the sixteen 
page text is a dialogue between the architect, Jean badovici, and ruhlmann 
with an analysis of his style. Forty plates, of which sixteen are in exquisite 
pochoir coloring: examples of the work of the master art Deco furniture 
designer par excellence, noted for his perfect detailing and craftsmanship.

ruhlmann designed all components of a room, carpets, textiles, etc. for a 
full ensemble, using such opulent materials as mahogany and inlaid ivory. 
by the 1920s he introduced chromium, tubular steel and black lacquers in 
the moderne style. in 1925 he furnished the Hôtel du Collectioneur for the 
Paris expo des arts Décoratifs et industrielles.  $3000

DANCE OF DEATH

58. sattler, JosePH. EIN MODERNER TOTENTANZ IN 16 
BILDERN. 
berlin: stargardt, 1912. Folio, pictorial gray boards with designs on both 
covers; decorated endpapers. light spine wear and soiling, still an excellent 
copy.

second, preferred edition. the images were first exhibited in the 1893 
berlin salon and first published as photogravures in 1894. the sixteen il-
lustrations here are heliogravures, some colored and some tipped-in. 

Joseph sattler 1867-1931) was a German art nouveau painter and illustra-
tor. a modern, surreal interpretation of the Dance of Death.  $3500

59. (seiDmann-FreUD, tom) maX, stora. EIN NY BIL-
DERBOk. RIM OCH BILDER (a neW PiCtUre book. 
rHyme anD PiCtUres). 
stockholm: albert bonniers Forlag, 1919. oblong 4to, blue boards lettered 
and decorated in red; red paper-covered spine. moderate soil and edge wear 
to binding; recased with new endpapers. Quite good copy in rare original 
dust jacket with list of bonniers books on rear; soiled and chipped with 
some losses. scarce swedish edition of Das neue bilderbuch, munich 1918.

title page and eleven charming color plates in bright clear colors and 
flattened geometric shapes by tom seidmann-Freud, pseudonym of mar-
tha-Gertrud Freud, great-niece of sigmund Freud.

an avant-garde artist influenced by the neue sachlichkeit (new objectiv-
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ity) movement of post World War i Weimar, she opened a publishing house, 
ophir, with her husband and Jewish poet Chaim bialik to produce Hebrew 
books for children. the house was bankrupted in the economic collapse 
of 1929. Her husband killed himself and the always fragile tom committed 
suicide the next year. With the nazis in power in the 1930s, her books were 
declared entartete kunst (Degenerate art) and most were destroyed.  $2500

REMARkABLE ASSOCIATION COPY

60. stein, GertrUDe. HAVE THEY ATTACkED MARY HE 
GIGGLED (A POLITICAL CARICATURE) 
(new york: Vanity Fair, 1917) small 4to, red wrappers printed in black. one 
of 200 numbered copies. extremely good with slight sunning and mild wear 
at spine and corners and a small chip at bottom right corner of wrapper.

this scarce and early title by Gertrude stein is enhanced by the initialed 
ink notation by Henry mcbride, subject of the full page woodcut frontis-
piece portrait by Jules Pascin and target of the text: “Don’t believe every 
word of this. it’s partly libel”.

mcbride, art critic for the new york sun and prominent promoter of 
stein’s work in america, arranged with Vanity Fair to have this piece pub-
lished. the poem first appeared in the magazine in June 1917 with thirty five 
lines omitted. they are restored in this pamphlet.

Wilson A4.  $1500

AMERICAN JUVENILE - SIX LIMITED PROOF COPIES

61. stePHens, H(enry) l(oUis). NURSERY RHYMES. 
new york: Julius bien lithographer (for Hurd and Houghton), (1864-
1865). Complete series of six volumes, each one of 100 “Proof impressions” 
printed for subscribers in the rare original deluxe issue. later printed in a 
two volume compilation and in wrappers. 

Folio, publisher’s brown cloth with charming gilt circular vignettes on 
front and back covers. all edges gilt. Wear to spine tips and corners of 
some volumes; age-toning and occasional foxing, heaviest on tissue guards. 
in all, an excellent set and rare to find complete. lithographed title pages 
with large circular illustrations and decorative gilt borders. total of 86 leaves 
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printed on rectos only with verses lettered in gilt and full page gray-tinted 
mounted lithographs on heavy card with tissue guards.

anthropomorphic animals in contemporary dress. the tales are present-
ed in the costumes and settings of their times by H.l. stephens (1824-1882), 
a prolific caricaturist and satirist. the set comprises: a Frog He Would a 
Wooing Go; Death and burial of Poor Cock robin; old mother Hubbard; 
the Fox and the Geese; the Five little Pigs; and the House that Jack 
built. in the House that Jack built, the rat is a new york rowdy, the dog 
is a broadway policeman, and the man “all tattered and torn” hails from the 
bowery or Five Points.

Sinclair Hamilton, Early American Book Illustrators and Wood Engravers, lists only 
one Proof copy of the Nursery Rhymes (Cock Robin).  $7500

62. sUlliVan, loUis H. A SYSTEM OF ARCHITECTURAL 
ORNAMENT ACCORDING WITH A PHILOSOPHY OF MAN’S 
POWERS. 
new york: american institute of architects, 1924. Folio, blue paper-cov-
ered boards, gilt-lettered, with cream cloth spine. typography by Frederic 
W. Goudy; printed by William edwin rudge. extraordinarily fine copy of 
a scarce and handsome book, the only small flaws being tiny nicks to top of 
four plates and small ink signature of previous owner, an architect, at bot-
tom of front free endpaper.

sullivan’s definitive statement on the role of ornament in architecture, 
written shortly before his death. although he is known for his credo “Form 
Follows Function” (which he attributed to marcus Vitruvius Pollo), his 
trademark signature on his buildings is decorative elements in art nouveau 
or Celtic revival styles cast in iron or terra cotta. 

Complete with twenty plates of which nineteen are characteristic archi-
tectural elements from his drawings. Plate nine is a page of text. sullivan: 

“Plate #9 is entirely didactic as i found it necessary to make a literary philo-
sophic interlude”.

Henry-Russell Hitchcock, Architecture Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries: “. . . the 
first truly great modern architect not alone of America but of the whole western world.” 

“. . . Sullivan considered ornament of the greatest importance in architecture and gave to its 
invention and elaboration his best thought and energy.”  $3250

63. (tHomPson-starrett ComPany) TRIBUTES FROM 
THE TRIBUNAL. BUILDING AND INDUSTRIAL CONSTRUC-
TION/NEW YORk/CHICAGO/PITTSBURGH/DETROIT/
CLEVELAND. 
montreal: thompson-starrett Company, ltd., 1922. 4to, orange cloth 
spine and black cloth-covered boards with title in gilt; glassine dust jacket. 
Fine except for shadow on front endpapers from old clipping.

attractive promotional piece for the construction company designed by 
maximilian Fyscher, printed on one side only. many of the buildings are 
on the national register of Historic Places. sepia frontispiece of new york 
skyline with fifteen buildings by the firm identified, including the Wool-
worth building, municipal building, buildings at 68, 123 and 134 William 
street, and the equitable building in lower manhattan.

the text consists of “tributes” from the architects and owners of their 
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buildings, each with a lovely sharp little sepia vignette, including Cass Gil-
bert, mckim, meade and White, D. H. burnham & Co., Howell & stokes, 
Warren & Wetmore, and albert kahn. residences include otto kahn’s 
Fifth avenue home (now Convent of the sacred Heart) and the rock-
efeller’s kykuit (not pictured).

the firm was founded in 1899 and continued until 1968. it was a pioneer 
in construction of skyscrapers, one of the first to build such large projects 
on a national basis.  $750

64. tHomson, James. RETREATS: A SERIES OF DESIGNS, 
CONSISTING OF PLANS AND ELEVATIONS FOR COTTAGES, 
VILLAS, AND ORNAMENTAL BUILDINGS. 
london: J. taylor, architectural library, 1827. 4to, original dun boards, 
respined and recased retaining part of original paper spine label with new 
endpapers. margins untrimmed with the uncut edges a little age-darkened; 
some foxing to preliminaries. bright and fresh with vivid, beautifully 
colored plates. sixteen page catalogue of J. taylor, architectural library, 
bound in at end. First edition.

With 32 page text and 41 plates, including 31 hand colored aquatints. 
scarce model book of late regency designs by a bath architect in Grecian, 
Gothic and rustic styles. 

Abbey, Life 76: “A delightful and amusing book in fine grain aquatint skilfully co-
loured.” British Coloured Books Ipex 80 lists the 1833 edition.  $4000

65. (tiFFany) kay, CHarles D. THE ART WORk OF 
LOUIS C. TIFFANY. 
Garden City: Doubleday, Page, 1914. thick 4to, original stunning publish-
er’s binding of embossed, enameled and gilt red vellum.

Vellum a little warped; a few tissue guards creased. a handsome copy.
one of 492 copies on Japan paper for private presentation. beautifully 

produced with excellent large-scale plates, of which 21 are tipped-in and in 
color plus 42 photogravures with lettered tissue guards. 

the binding’s embossed squares allude visually to tiffany’s work in met-
al, stained glass, jewelry and textiles. this book is included in the Cooper 
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Hewitt 2016 exhibit “Passion for the exotic: louis Comfort tiffany and 
lockwood de Forest”.

louis C. tiffany (1848-1943) was an art nouveau and aesthetic move-
ment designer in every medium of the decorative arts, including leaded glass 
windows, pottery and glass, metal and enamel work, jewelry and interiors.

Chapters on “tiffany the Painter”, “the making of stained Glass”, 
“enamels and Jewelry”, “textiles and Handstuffs”, “Decoration of interiors”, 
“landscape architect”, and so on.  $6000

66. triGGs, osCar l. CHAPTERS IN THE HISTORY OF THE 
ARTS AND CRAFTS MOVEMENT. 
Chicago: bohemia Guild of the arts and Crafts movement, 1902. 8vo, 
kelmscott- influenced binding with tan buckram spine printed in blue and 
blue paper-covered boards, gilt lettering and device on cover. large scrawled 
later owner’s name and date on front free endpaper else a fine copy of a 
book important in the american arts and Crafts movement. Frontispiece 
and two plates. Chapters on William morris, Carlyle, ashbee, and ruskin, 
and on the rookwood Pottery as an example of the ideal workshop, “the 
association of art and labor”. includes a “Proposal for a Guild and school 
of Handicraft in Chicago”. the following year triggs founded a William 
morris society in Chicago.  $400

POSTMODERNIST ICON

67. VentUri, robert, Denise sCott broWn anD 
steVen iZenoUr. LEARNING FROM LAS VEGAS. 

Cambridge & london: mit Press (1972). Folio, dark gray cloth, gilt let-
tered spine and cover with inset color photographic insert. Cloth slightly 
faded with a few faint spots on front cover and discoloration on back cover. 
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Gilt spine and cover lettering bright. a collectable and more than respect-
able copy. With 240 illustrations: maps, drawings, black and white and color 
photographs. 

a seminal and controversial post-modernist work which became a cult 
book for a generation of architects. “the ugly and the ordinary” everyday 
city landscape with mass culture, pop-art las Vegas as a springboard for 
contemporary architecture and an embrace of popular culture in place of 
what the authors saw as the dead end functionalism of postwar modernism.

Ada Louise Huxtable:”. . . these studies are brilliant. . . the kind of art history and 
theory that is rarely produced.”  $1500

kIRCHE AM STEINHOF (CHURCH OF THE STEINHOF 
PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL)

68. WaGner, otto. ERLÄUTERUNG ZUR BAUVOLLEND-
UNG DER kIRCHE DER NIEDERÖST. LANDESHELL UND 
PFLEGEANSTALTEN. 
Vienna 1907. small 8vo, original printed self wrappers with blue and gold 
cord. Fourteen pages, floor plan, two sketches, and six photographs. With 
an additional three page pamphlet on the church including information on 
windows and altarpiece.

the roman Catholic oratory (also known as the Church of saint leon-
ard) of the steinhof Psychiatric Hospital in Vienna was built between 1903 
and 1907 with mosaics and stained glass by koloman moser and sculpture 
by othmar schimkowitz. the design meets the specific requirements of 
its worshippers, the mentally ill, with few sharp edges, limited entry to the 
pulpit and emergency exits while reflecting Wagner’s stunning Vienna se-
cession style. a rare ephemeral piece. WorldCat lists only reprints.  $1450

BELLE ÉPOQUE CARICATURE

69. (Weber, Pierre anD Jean) LES VEBER’S. 
Paris: Émile testard, 1895. 4to, original color pictorial wrappers bound into 
blue cloth and marbled boards, gilt-lettered spine. Copy number 4 of 25 on 
Japon impérial of a total edition of fifty of this collection of lampoons of 
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belle Époque culture. the wrappers show the brothers holding masks with 
their names in French, english, spanish, italian, German and Greek.

les Veber’s was the collective pseudonym of the brothers. Pierre was the 
editor of Gil blas, a weekly journal devoted to theater, music hall and café-
concert performances. His brother Jean joined him at the journal. a pro-
digiously talented caricaturist and printmaker, he caricatured the notable 
figures of Parisian theater, belle-lettres and politics, and contributed also 
to le rire and l’assiette au beurres. numerous double portraits of the 
brothers appear throughout the text.

WITH: LA JOVIALE COMÉDIE PAR LES VEBER’S. 
Paris: H. simonis empis, 1896. 4to, original color pictorial wrappers bound 
into new green cloth boards with paper cover label. the wrappers show figures 
sliding down a fiery slope to hell, the gates guarded by two caryatids repre-
senting the brothers. Copy number 7 of 20 on Japon (the complete edition 
according to the limitation page). black and white illustrations on every page. 

For the pair  $950

70.  WHarton, eDitH. ITALIAN VILLAS AND THEIR 
GARDENS. 
new york: Century, 1904. 4to, color and gilt pictorial cloth. slightly skewed, 
occasional foxing to tissue guards, endpapers foxed. excellent bright copy 
of the first edition.

With 26 plates by maxfield Parrish in color and black and white and 
another 26 plates from photographs and drawings; lettered tissue guards. 

Wharton discusses eighty splendid villa gardens and sixty garden archi-
tects, promoting the italian style of landscape gardening with its ordered, 
classical use of water, sculpture and perennials and the blend of garden and 
architecture of the house, as opposed to the english picturesque school. Her 
influence on american gardening in this work is comparable to the success 
of her earlier Decoration of Houses on american interior design.  $1250

also in stock, descriptions on request:
THE DECORATION OF HOUSES. 1902.  $900
ITALIAN BACkGROUNDS. 1905.  $250
A MOTOR FLIGHT THROUGH FRANCE. 1908.  $150
ARTEMIS TO ACTAEON AND OTHER VERSE. 1909.  $300

PRESENTATION COPY

71. WHistler, James mcneill. MR. WHISTLER’S   
“TEN O’CLOCk”. 
london: Chatto & Windus, 1888. thin small 8vo, tan wrappers with letter-
ing and butterfly monogram in black. in custom tan pigskin folding case, 
gilt-lettered on spine. Fine.

Presentation copy with Whistler’s butterfly monogram in ink and a tiny 
floral vignette on title page with inscription “to miss binnie”. a typed ex-
tract laid in from Walter t. spencer’s Forty years in my bookshop suggests 
that this copy was inscribed to alice Fay Greaves, sister of the artist Walter 
Greaves, who was known as tinnie. However, it seems clear that the name 
is binnie not tinnie and is perhaps inscribed to the sculptor and collector 
miss binnie Philip.
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twenty nine page text of a public lecture delivered in 1885 in london 
at the unusual hour of 10 a.m., stating Whistler’s belief in art for art’s 
sake without moral or social function and expressing his irritation at oscar 
Wilde’s echoing of his aesthetic theories. He pointedly refers to Wilde, who 
was in the audience: “. . . the Dilettante stalks abroad. . . the voice of the 
aesthete is heard in the land, and catastrophe is upon us.”  $2000

72. WillarD, solomon. PLANS AND SECTIONS OF THE 
OBELISk ON BUNkER’S HILL. WITH THE DETAILS OF EX-
PERIMENTS MADE IN QUARRYING THE GRANITE. 
boston: Charles Cook’s lith., 1843. 4to, original boards with paper label, 
brown leather spine. binding 
rubbed, soiled and ink-spotted 
but firm, unsophisticated copy. 
endpapers foxed, some spotting 
throughout.

Fourteen plates (one folding), 
including frontispiece. the 221 
foot obelisk of Quincy granite 
was erected between 1827 and 
1843 to commemorate the 1775 
battle of bunker Hill, the first 
major conflict between british 
and patriot forces in the revolu-
tionary War. it stands on breed’s 
Hill where most of the fighting 
actually took place, and was the 
largest scale memorial prior to 
the Washington monument, 
which opened in 1888.           $700
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PUbliCity anD traDe CataloGUes 

ART DECO AIRBRUSH MANUAL

73. ( airbrUsH Color) lÜPke, GeorG. IRIS. FARB-
STRAHL-DEkORE. 
osterode-Harz: Verlag erstes Deutsches Farbenspritztechnicum (1925). 
square small folio. stiff black self-folding wrappers with gilt airbrushed 
design and lettering. title page, introduction, page of technique, advertise-
ment for the machine and paint, and page of paint swatches. Forty full page 
and eighty half page sample sheets of art Deco color airbrush patterns. 

a scarce manual for a German airbrush decorating company with designs 
using the company’s trademark silver, gold and bronze metallic plates in 
original and imaginative geometric, abstract, transportation, cityscape, ex-
otic and figural motifs. two works by Georg lüpke for the company are on 
WorldCat, but this one is not.  $5000
¶ See other illustration on front cover.

74. (CoaCHes anD Carts) W. P. LOVE COACH BUILDER, 
COMMERCIAL ROAD, PADDOCk WOOD (title from cover let-
tering).
(Possibly tunbridge Wells, kent?) (late 19th century). oblong small 8vo, 
gilt-lettered blue boards and navy buckram spine. Few spots to covers, else 
extremely good with clean, bright plates. Forty color plates of horse-drawn 
coaches and carts, showing a variety of commercial utility and multi-pas-
senger vehicles. beautifully delineated and colored, more than one would 
expect. No copies on OCLC.  $1250
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75. (CostUme- bUrberry) EQUIPEMENT BURBERRY / 
POUR SPORT, VILLE ET CAMPAGNE. 
Paris: 10, boulevard malesherbes and london.

(n.D., circa 1910). 8vo, green-gray wrappers printed in red within a car-
touche, and green. staples have left some rust marks, else fine. sixteen pages 
with men’s and women’s outerwear for golf, fishing, hunting, riding, mo-
toring, social engagements, and the iconic raincoat.  $350

76. (CostUme- knoCk-oFF CoUtUre) CHARLTON 
COMPANY, CHICAGO. MODEL GOWNS DISPLAYED BY 
THE CHARLTON COMPANY 175 NORTH STATE STREET 
CHICAGO/SPRING AND SUMMER 1920. DESIGNED, EN-
GRAVED AND COLORED BY THE MODE ART COMPANY 
NEW YORk-PARIS. 
small folio, semi-rigid leatherette. about fine. mounted on front free end-
paper is a typed letter presenting the album and asking for payment or re-
turn. the letterhead description of the company is “importers/laces, silks, 
Dress Goods, linings, notions”, including the address of a Paris office.

title page and forty leaves in color printed on rectos only, each with 
a color plate and line drawing of a pretty woman in a dress for evening, 
dancing, lunch, dinner or street. Designers are specified, including Chanel, 
molyneux, lanvin, margaine-lacroix (associated with the body revealing 
“robe-sylphide”) and the Fashion art league, which promoted high fashion 
by american designers. the dresses are elaborate but feature the slender, 
loose, uncorseted silhouettes of the 1920s.

Charlton’s customers were presumably american knock-off designers 
and manufacturers who could order their materials from Charlton.

laid in is a tissue envelope with tissue pattern parts, “supplément à la 
Parisienne Élégante no.8”. Undated but in a much earlier style.  $850

77. (inlaiD WooD banDinG) bUFFarD FrÈres. FILETS 
DE BOIS/BANDES MOSAÏQUE DE STYLES ET MODERNES. 
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(Paris: buffard Frères, circa 1926). oblong 4to, printed brown paper wrap-
pers with silk tie; company name in bold black lettering on front cover. 
Chromolithography by H. bouquet, Paris. Fine.

a beautiful trade catalogue of art Deco and geometric patterned inlaid 
wood banding. sixteen pages, including fifteen chromolithograph pages, 
each with numerous examples of inlaid strips in wood, ivory, copper, nickel-
silver and pewter for use in furniture, carriages, religious articles, etc. a sec-
ond section has its own title page: “bandes mosaïque art moderne”. buffard 
Frères worked from the late nineteenth century until their bankruptcy in 
the 1930s. their shop and offices were at 21 Faubourg st. antoine (11ème). 

WorldCat: a copy at the Metropolitan Museum of Art with a different title; another 
copy at the National Art Library, London. Also at the Wolfsonian, digitized.  $1250

78. (neW york sHoP aDVertisement) CoWPertH-
Wait, b. m. & Co. THE NEW SHOW WINDOWS OF THE 
ELEGANT FURNITURE AND CARPET STORES . . .
new york 1882. Fold-over color lithographed advertising card printed by 
burrow-Giles lith. Co. of new york, measuring 7 3/4” by 7 3/4” when 
open. the company, celebrating its 75th anniversary and its recent remodel-
ing, sold furniture, bedding, carpets, cornices, stoves and refrigerators at its 
stores on 153, 155, 157 and 159 Chatham street in new york and 408, 410 
and 412 Fulton street in brooklyn.

the two front panels show the new exterior of the Chatham street shop 
and an interior scene, both peopled with elegantly dressed customers. the 
verso of the panels includes a printed list of the goods and praise for the 
establishment “. . . where improvements and progress have taken the place 
of the old methods of doing business.”

included are two period color illustrated trade cards for the shop, with 
printing on the verso and the penciled note of an enterprising salesman “mr. 
brown will give you 5 (sic) off on any purchase for this card.”  $400

TWO OF THE EARLIEST NICOLAS CATALOGUES

79. (Wine) 
second and third catalogues for the French wine distributor nicolas, printed 
by Draeger and scarce. small quartos, decorated wrappers. the cover illustra-
tion and photographer are anonymous but according to alain Weill in nec-
tar Comme nicolas, the bottleman of the 1929 listes was drawn by Charles 
loupot after the original design of Drancy. the 1930 bottleman is stylisti-
cally akin. loupot, Paul Colin and Jean Carlu were important poster and 
advertising artists influenced by Cubism and art Deco after World War i. 

a. liste Des Vins Fin. 1929. thick black paper wrappers, string tie, 
with design of nectar, the bottleman emblem of the wine company, in 
gilt and red within the calligram “niColas”. tiny abrasion lower cor-
ner of wrappers. laid in are three extra leaves; two copies of “appellations 
d’origine des Grands Vins de bourgogne “ with vignette of nectar and one 
sheet of bronze paper lettered in red and mounted on black paper. 

list of the great wines of bordeaux and burgundy with 23 pages illus-
trated with four photographs in black and white. on each is a round gilt 
vignette of nectar at work as well as small square gilt vignettes of the bottle-
man on other pages.  $800
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b. liste Des GranDs Vins Fins. 1930. spiral bound gilt and blue 
embossed covers lettered in red with large image of the bottleman, who 
cavorts through the 22 page catalogue. two of the plates are photographic 
paste-downs in gilt and midnight blue with the bottleman talking on the 
telephone with a man and conducting a violinist and a black jazz musician. 
mild adhesions to the top of the two photographic plates. Printed in mid-
night blue and red with geometric borders. loose illustrated sheet laid in. 

  $700

aDDenDUm

THREE ON BELLE ÉPOQUE PARIS

80. a.  (lUnois, aleXanDre) BALADES DANS PARIS. AU 
MOULIN DE LA GALETTE-A L’HOTEL DROUOT-SUR LES 
QUAIS-AU LUXEMBOURG. NOTES INÉDITES PAR MM. E.R., 
PAUL EUDEL, B.-H. GAUSSERON & ADOLPHE RETTÉ. 
Paris: imprimé pour les “bibliophiles Contemporains”, 1894. small 4to, un-
bound signatures as issued, pictorial wrappers. Wrap-around color cover il-
lustration by eugène Delâtre; varied wide color lithograph floral borders to 
each page of text; two suites of four etchings (color and black and white) 
by a. bertrand surrounded by monotone vignettes of related scenes ; black 
and white vignettes at beginning and end of each chapter. Faint darkening 
to wrappers, occasional very light foxing. a pretty copy. one of 180 copies 
with the second suite. 

the name of the bibliophile for whom it was intended has been effaced.
beautiful art nouveau illustrations of fin-de-siècle Paris: the montmar-

tre night club, the auction house, the quays and the luxembourg Gardens.
Carteret IV, 50: “Édition recherchée.”  $1500

b.  sCiama, anDrÉ. (PseUDonym oF albert 
semiane). PARIS EN SONNETS. 
Paris: librairie l. Conquet, 1897. 8vo, three-quarter morocco and marbled 
boards and lovely gilt and color marbled endpapers, gilt ornamented spine 
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with tiny red circular onlays by Weckesser. original color pictorial wrappers 
bound in. Fine. one of 300 copies hors commerce with the recipient’s name. 
Printed on rectos only in script type with a color illustrated limitation page, 
title page, table of contents and color illustrations in the margins of each 
page by Henriot.

the 24 sonnets include en Hiver, la brasserie, Patinage (ice skating), 
réunion Publique, le boulevard, bal a l’opera, Hotel Drouot (the auction 
house), Grands magasins, a montmartre, aux ambassadeurs, les Halles, 
Concours Hippiques and longchamps. Charming little vignettes of belle 
Époque life by a poet and collaborator on comic operas.  $500

C.  ViDal, Pierre. PARIS QUI CRIE. PETITS MÉTIERS. 
Paris: Georges Chamerot pour les amis du livre, 1890. large 8vo, pretty 
contemporary binding by G. Champs of brown levant with gilt filet borders 
on covers and gilt roses in corners; spine gilt-lettered with climbing vine 
and urn design. original black and gilt wrappers and spine bound in with 
scenes in color on both covers. minor marginal spotting. one of only 120 
copies.

Preface by Henri beraldi, scholar and the most distinguished book col-
lector of his time. He initiated a series of illustrated books celebrating life 
and locales in Paris, published in very limited editions. 

thirty colored plates and one vignette by Pierre Vidal depicting Parisian 
peddlers and merchants, each with facing text by various authors, depicting 
the flower girl, street singer, food and drink vendors, a chair renter for out-
door events, a man who picks up cigar butts, and a ticket scalper.

Heinrich Heine wrote that when God became bored in heaven, he looked 
out on the boulevards of Paris. Vicaire I, 46.  $2500 



terms: all books are returnable for any reason within seven 
days of receipt if carefully packed and fully insured. advance 
notice is requested. libraries billed according to their budget 
requirements. new york customers must add sales tax. Postage 
and insurance are additional. Visitors welcome by appointment.

 no. 49 moser no. 51 plakat (poster)
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